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Introduction
Pure tungsten or its alloys (WHA) find applications in several fields, especially due to the fact that these materials show a good combination of mechanical and thermal properties: high density, high mechanical strength also at high temperatures, high Young's modulus, moderate ductility, low thermal expansion, high thermal conductivity, good machinability and excellent resistance to corrosion. As a matter of fact, they are commonly used in aerospace, automotive, metal working processes, military and nuclear technologies. In more detail, these materials are often used for balancing, absorbing vibrations or source mass components [1] . They are also suitable for shielding, collimation [2] and [3] or target [4] and [5] components in medical, nuclear or industrial technologies: tungsten can provide the same effect as other materials, such as lead, but reducing the physical dimensions of the components. Tungsten alloys are finally appropriate in severe tooling applications, such as die casting, extrusion or in general, high temperature conditions. In military applications the WHAs are specialized as a kinetic energy penetrator since, for example, they represent a valid alternative to conventional depleted uranium penetrators, which are extremely environmentally unsafe materials [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] and [10] .
The high melting point of pure tungsten makes it impossible to apply the manufacturing techniques commonly used for other metals, such as melting and casting in a mold. In this case, a powder metallurgy technique is often used for the material production, in which the tungsten powders are mixed with the other low melting elements, such as copper, nickel, iron, cobalt, and chromium. The liquid phase sintering process implies that the mixed powders are compacted and then subjected to heat treatment below the W melting temperature. In this way, the lower melting elements melt forming the matrix that bonds the unmolten W particles together. In general, the result of the sintering process is a spheroidized microstructure, in which the rounded phase is pure tungsten surrounded by a metallic binder phase also containing dissolved tungsten (solid solution). The tungsten spheres show the typical BCC structure with a very high Young's modulus, while the binder phase has commonly a FCC structure and is responsible of the ductility of the resultant material. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the final alloy are mainly related to the complex interaction between the two phases as well as their own properties, depending also by the loading condition.
Generally, the tungsten heavy alloys are split into two wide categories: those with Ni-Fe and those with NiCu as the binder phase. From a commercial point of view, one of the big suppliers, the Plansee company, names the W-Ni-Fe alloys (WNF) as DENSIMET®, while the W-Ni-Cu alloys (WNC) as INERMET®.
In this work the main goal was the mechanical characterization and the consequent material modeling of the tungsten alloy INERMET® IT180. The test campaign involved both compression and tension tests at different strain-rates and tension tests at different temperatures both in quasi-static and dynamic regimes.
The obtained results were finally used to identify a suitable strength model for the mechanical behavior description. The motivation at the basis of this research was that INERMET® IT180 is currently used and under study as material in the collimation system of the Large Hadron Collider at CERN (Geneva, Switzerland). The collimators are devices which can directly interact with the high energy beam: the energy deposition on the bulk material could be potentially destructive for these components, generating the outgoing of shock-waves and deforming the material in very high strain-rate and temperature conditions [11] . The experimental phase in these extreme conditions is very expensive in terms of cost and resources [12] . From this, the importance to be able to numerically simulate these events with a high level of confidence. To do this, it is necessary to define a proper strength model for the hit material, able to correctly reproduce the mechanical behavior over a wide range in strain-rate and temperature.
Bibliografic review
Looking at the scientific literature, the mechanical behavior of W-Ni-Fe alloys have been studied under several loading conditions for a long time, while fewer studies can be found for W-Ni-Cu alloys.
For
WHA alloys, several works dealt with the mechanical characterization in compression [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] , [15] and [16] ,tension [4] , [5] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and [22] or fatigue [4] and [5] at different temperatures [17] , [18] and [22] , strain-rates [7] , [9] , [15] , [18] and [20] or both of them [8] , [10] , [13] , [14] , [16] and [19] .
Some of the common results obtained from compression tests on WNF can be summarized as follows. The material is strain-rate and temperature sensitive [13] and [14] , as expected for a BCC material [8] , [9] and [15] , and there is a mutual influence between theses effects (i.e., the thermal softening is not the same at different strain-rates or vice versa [9] and [13] ). Up to medium-high strain-rates, the relation between stress and strain-rate seems to be logarithmic [13] and [14] : this highlights a deformation process based on thermal activation without a steep increase at very high strain-rates (change in the microstructural deformation mechanism). At very high strain-rates, different results were found: in some cases, as in [14] the behavior was logarithmic, in other cases, as in [9] a change in the deformation mechanism was found. The material is subjected to thermal softening at very high strain-rate, due to the heat conversion of plastic work [14] . The percentage of void and the roughness of the specimen surface play important roles in the determination of the material properties and this justifies the need to control and optimize both sintering and machining operations [5] .
In the most part of the above mentioned works, also the fracture analysis was performed, analyzing the microstructure evolution and the crack propagation. As well explained in [14] , in a sintered material, as those here analyzed, there are four possible fracture paths: the separation between tungsten grains at their interface, the separation at the interface between tungsten and binder phases, the cleavage inside a tungsten grain and, finally, the matrix failure. Depending on which of these failure modes becomes predominant, the strength and the ductility of the material are more or less pronounced. Different authors found that larger grain deformation occurs at high temperature or strain-rate [7] and [14] . Different failure modes were found from fractographic observation depending on the testing condition, but also on the quality of the materials coming from the sintering process. In some cases at low temperature and strainrate the failure path was along the matrix and the tungsten-tungsten interfaces [9] without any cleavage in tungsten grains until high temperatures were reached [16] . At high strain-rates a more significant influence of microcracks formation and coalescence was found [13] and [15] and the brittle transgranular cleavage of tungsten grains becomes significant even if the matrix failure is still ductile [14] and [16] . In some cases, also an increase of voids coalesce was found at high temperature and low strain-rate [13] . In some studies, the experimental data were used to get the parameters identification for different strength material models [9] , [10] , [14] , [16] and [18] . The most used strength models were: the Johnson-Cook (J-C) model [23] , the Zerilli-Armstrong (Z-A) model [24] or other models in which strain-rate and temperature are mutually related. The need of an ad-hoc model calibration comes from the fact that even if the amount of tungsten is high with respect the other elements, the model parameters obtained for pure tungsten do not fit the experimental data of the alloy. The strategies used for the coefficient determination could be the analytical data interpolation [9] and [14] or a numerical inverse approach.
A more limited number of works can be found for the mechanical characterization in tension. The data available show that no necking or limited necking occur at room temperature in quasi-static conditions [18] and that the most frequently fracture mode is the intergranular failure at tungsten-tungsten interfaces [5] . At high strain-rates the material softens increasing the strain and again the weakest point are the interfaces between tungsten grains where the failure starts in the direction perpendicular to the loading direction [20] . The results for WNC alloys show that this material is sensitive both in temperature and strain-rate and the deformation decreases increasing the strain-rate and reducing the temperature [19] .
In [20] a crystal plasticity model within a failure model was applied to reproduce the experimental data.
In [19] both Z-A and J-C model parameters were obtained by fitting the experimental data and the comparison demonstrated that the Z-A model was more suitable.
As it is easy to understand, the alloy chemistry influences the mechanical properties of tungsten alloys.
From this it is possible to conclude that results obtained from WNF alloys could not be considered as valid for WNC ones. The problem is that in the authors' knowledge only few works are available for WNC alloys [4] , [21] and [22] . In these works it was found that, the WNC alloys have much inferior tensile properties and hardness at room temperature: in more detail, both the material strength and the elongation at failure are lower. The cause is mainly related to the amount and the dimension of tungsten particles, which influences the fracture mode of the material. In [4] the microstructure and fractographic analyses of both the types of alloy demonstrated that the tungsten alloy with nickel and iron has smaller tungsten grains and a smaller amount of tungsten-tungsten interfaces. The dimension of the tungsten grains depends on the sintering temperature: the WNC alloys require higher temperature and this result is bigger grains [21] .
This implies a lower amount of binder phase and an increase in the tungsten-tungsten interfacial area, which reduces the ductility, since it is the weak link in the microstructure.
Material under investigation & experimental setup
As previously mentioned in the Introduction, the final objective of this work is the numerical simulation of high energy beam impact against INERMET® IT180 components. Due to material thermo-mechanical properties within high Z number (70.83), it is actually used in the LHC as particles absorber to stop the last shower of particles before sensitive equipment. The material was supplied by Plansee and has the nominal composition of 95 wt.% W, 3.5 wt.% Ni and 1.5 wt.% Cu. As it is possible to see from the microstructure of Since there is a big lack in the mechanical characterization of this alloy varying temperature and strain-rate over wide ranges, the author reports in this work the experimental results obtained from the test campaign, from which several strength material models were obtained.
The strain-rate and temperature are variables of fundamental importance for the definition of the mechanical behavior of materials. In some elastic-plastic models, the effects, coming from these two quantities, are considered to act independently. This approach allows greatly simplifying the experimental phase correlated to the parameter identification of the material model: the parameters for the strain-rate sensitivity could be extracted from tests at different strain-rates at a fixed temperature and the parameters for the temperature sensitivity could be extracted from tests at different temperatures at a fixed strain-rate.
In several applications, like in machining operation, metal forming, high energy impact or high energy deposition on metals, the materials are deformed at very high speed (which implies self heating due to adiabatic process) in high temperature condition. In this case, the stress vs. strain behavior comes as the result between the effects of hardening (due to strain and strain-rate) and thermal softening. In these cases, to consider the effect of strain-rate and temperature decoupled could not be acceptable. In this perspective, for the mechanical characterization of the IT180, a methodology for testing materials varying both strain-rate and temperature was applied, in accordance to the fact that in several studies it was found that, since the thermal softening and strain-rate sensitivity are mutually related, not always the thermal softening obtained from quasi-static tests could be applied to predict material response under dynamic loading conditions.
The mechanical characterization was performed both in tension and compression. A series of tests at room temperature at different strain-rates was performed (tension and compression) in order to obtain information about the strain and strain-rate sensitivity of the material. A series of tests at different temperatures in static loading condition (tension) was performed in order to obtain information about the thermal softening of the material. The atmosphere of the tests was air: the vacuum condition was not necessary, since the material did not experienced oxidation. The nominal temperatures of the tests were:
25 °C, 100 °C, 200 °C, 400 °C, 600 °C and 800 °C. A series of tests at different temperatures in high dynamic loading condition (tension) was performed in order to obtain information about the thermal softening of the material at high strain-rate. The nominal temperatures of the tests were: 25 °C, 200 °C, 300 °C, 400 °C, 600 °C, 800 °C and 1000 °C. The test at 1000 °C was not performed in quasi-static condition since the test duration is too high and the testing equipment could not tolerate to remain to that temperature for long time; on the other hand the dynamic test duration is about 400 μs. The compression tests varying the temperature were not carried out since they are more difficult to be performed, due to the more significant influence of the friction at the contact interface between specimen and plates (or bars) of the testing equipment in the heating of the specimen.
For compression tests, a cylindrical specimen with a diameter of 4 mm and length of 4 mm was used while for tensile tests a dog-bone specimen (see Fig. 2 ) with gage diameter of 3 mm and gage length of 5 mm was adopted. The low strain-rate tests were performed on a standard electro-mechanical testing machine Zwick Z-100
(maximum load 100 kN, maximum travel speed 5 mm/s). The medium strain-rate tests were performed on a standard servo-hydraulic testing machine Dartec HA100 (maximum load 100 kN; maximum speed 100 mm/s). The high strain-rate tests were performed using Split Hopkinson Bar setups. For both compression and tension tests direct setup was used: more details on them can be found in [25] and [26] , respectively. The tests at different temperatures (see Fig. 2 ) were performed only for the tensile tests: both in quasi-static and dynamic regime, the specimen was heated using an induction coil system, controlled with a feedback on the temperature measurement obtained using thermocouples directly welded on the specimen surface [27] .
Experimental results
For each testing condition at least three repetitions were performed in order to control the data scattering, but for the sake of clarity only the average curves are reported in the next diagrams. The estimation of the data scatter is performed in the next session and summarized in Table 1 . For each case, the load applied by the testing equipment and the stroke of the specimen were recorded.
From the results in terms of force vs. displacements curves, considering the nominal (or measured, in case of compression) dimensions of the specimens, the engineering stress-strain curves of the material were For IT180, the necking phase is very limited (in many test conditions it is completely absent), hence a simplified analytical approach is sufficient and justified. Looking at the results, it is possible to notice that, as expected the material is temperature and strain-rate sensitive in both tension and compression. In particular, the sensitivity is that expected for BCC material:
the yield stress is a function of temperature and strain-rate. The strain-rate increment implies the hardening of the material for low level of strain. Starting from medium-high strain-rate (above 10 1 s − 1 ), over a certain amount of deformation, the plastic work becomes relevant as well as the heat generated inside the specimen. In this condition, the thermal softening balances and overcomes the effect of the strain-rate
hardening. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in compression, while in tension the material is too much brittle increasing the strain-rate at room temperature: maximum deformation at failure about 1%. On the contrary, at high strain-rate but increasing the temperature (at least at 200 °C), the material becomes more ductile, reaching deformation greater than 10%. Both in quasi-static and dynamic regimes, the strain to failure (or equivalently the strain at which the instability starts) grows increasing the temperature, reaches a maximum and then decrease again for very high temperature.
For a more in-depth analysis of the thermal softening, the stress vs. temperature diagram at fixed values of (true) strain was obtained as reported in Fig. 4 .a. The chosen values of strain were 1, 5, 10 and 15%: they are small values since a lot of curves do not reach a high level of deformation, but in any case they are sufficiently high to overcome the initial oscillation in dynamic tests. About the last point, as well explained in [29] , the initial peaks in Hopkinson tests are due to inertia or misalignment and are not related to the material yield stress. For these reasons, they are neglected in the data analysis.
Fig. 4.
Temperature sensitivity in quasi-static (empty markers) and dynamic (full markers) loading conditions for tensile tests: a) at different levels of deformation: 1% (○), 5% (□), 10% (◇) and 15% (◁) for one test for each loading condition; b) evaluation of the data scatter at 5% of deformation for all the experimental tests.
Looking at the diagram of Fig. 4 .a, it is possible to notice that the material behavior is such that, increasing the temperature, the material trend does not show a decrease of the hardening effect, differently from what can be found for other materials [26] and [30] . In order to analyze the data scatter of the material the same diagram is reported in Fig. 4 .b at 5% of deformation for all the experimental tests. In this case, all the available data were used, hence it is possible to observe that the scatter is very low, except for high strainrate test at room temperature, in which the brittleness makes the test less repeatable (the data refer to 1% of deformation).
Looking at the trend of the stress as a function of the temperature, it is possible to notice that the thermal softening at low and high strain-rate is slightly different. In more detail, in quasi-static case, saturation appears between 400 and 600 °C, while for higher temperatures (800 °C) there is a sharp drop in the material strength. On the contrary, in dynamic case, the material strength is continuously decreasing with temperature up to 1000 °C.
A similar analysis was also performed for the strain-rate hardening. Comparing the results obtained at different strain-rate in tension and compression (see Fig. 3 ), it is possible to appreciate the differences in the material behavior coming from different loading states. In compression the material exhibits higher yield stress and strength and in addition a more significant hardening effect. In Fig. 5 , the detailed analysis of the strain-rate sensitivity is reported. As made for tests at different temperatures, also in this case the stress values extracted at fixed strain (true) plastic strain (equal to 5%) are plotted as a function of strain-rate (semi-logarithmic plane). In the same diagram both compression and tension data are reported: as expected in both cases, the trend is linear up to nominal strain-rate of 10 3 s − 1 . The most scattered results
were obtained in compression probably due to friction effect. In any case, it is possible to notice that the strain-rate sensitivities in tension and compression are similar, obviously with different absolute values.
Some differences could be explained by different deformation mechanisms. Strain-rate sensitivity in tension (□) and compression (○) and evaluation of the data scatter at 5% of deformation for all the experimental tests.
Material modeling
The experimental results showed the material is strongly dependent on strain, strain-rate and temperature.
Moreover, strong coupling effects of temperature with strain as well as temperature with strain-rate were observed. From these reasons, it is important to find an appropriate material model for the mechanical behavior description. As it is well known, in the scientific literature, it is possible to find a great number of constitutive models for the viscoplastic flow description. Some of them are empirical models, while others are partially or completely physical-based. In [10] , a comprehensive analysis was performed taking into account a considerably part of material models and their application to WHA alloys.
Between all the available models, J-C [23] and Z-A [24] are the most used. J-C is very simple and requires a few number of tests to be calibrated. It expresses the flow stress as:
where ε is the equivalent plastic strain, ε is the plastic strain-rate adimensioned with respect to 0 ε (equal to 1 s − 1 in the original formulation), T is the actual absolute temperature expressed as a function of Tr and Tm, which are the reference and the melting temperatures, respectively. Finally, the model parameters are: A, B, n, C and m.
On the other hand, the Z-A model allows discriminating between FCC and BCC materials and coupling between temperature and strain-rate effects. For BCC materials, the formulation is:
in which the exponential part represents the thermally activated component of the flow stress, while the remaining part is the athermal component, with C1 related to the dislocation mechanics and the grain dimension. In Eq. (2), ε represents the equivalent plastic strain, ε is the plastic strain-rate and T is the absolute temperature. The materials parameters are: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 and n.
For both these material models several modified formulations exist, with the aim to extend the range of application.
In this sense, for example in [30] , the Z-A model was modified in order to find out a more suitable constitutive equation to model the flow stress in a wide range of temperature and strain-rate. Moreover, in this model, the coupling between strain and temperature was added to that between temperature and strain-rate. The model proposed in [30] has the following formulation: in which T * is the temperature increment with respect to the reference condition and * ε is the ratio between actual and reference strain-rates. The first parenthesis represents the flow stress at reference temperature and strain-rate and, similar to the original formulation for BCC materials, the yield stress varies with temperature and strain-rate. The model parameters are: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6 and n.
For three materials models (J-C, Z-A and Z-A modified) an analytical interpolation procedure was adopted for the parameters identification. In all the cases, a multi-objective procedure was used, in which at the same time the true stress vs. true plastic strain curves of all the experimental tests were used as targets.
For each experimental curve, the normalized distance between the experimental data and the model prediction was calculated and then divided with respect to the number of points, as expressed in Eq. (4).
Then the sum of all the normalized distances was minimized, varying all the model parameters. The response function was the sum of the normalized root mean square error (NMRSE) and is defined as follows:
where the index i identifies one of the m objectives, the index k identifies one of the n points of the i-th objective, x represents the experimental target and represents the computed response.
In the calculation of the predicted response, the strain-rate of each test was assumed to be nominal, since in all the material models its influence is logarithmic, and the effect of the variation in less than one order of magnitude is limited. On the other hand, in case of dynamic tests (starting from 10 1 s − 1 ), the self-heating of the material was taken into account [10] , so the temperature increment was expressed as a function of the cumulative amount of deformation energy converted into heat (dividing by density ρ and specific heat cp):
in which the Taylor-Quinney coefficient β was assumed equal to 1.
The range in temperature in quasi-static condition was limited up to 400 °C: the experimental data obtained at 600 and 800 °C were not taken into account for the optimization process. This because, as explained before, the temperature influence in quasi-static condition has an S-shaped trend, which could not be reproduced by the considered models. This choice is justified also by considering the mechanical characterization at high strain-rates as the main goal.
The data scatter was evaluated using the definition of NRMSE, as reported in Eq. (4). For each testing condition, the percentage error was evaluated as the sum of the normalized distance of each repetition with respect to the mean curve. The results are summarized in Table 1 .
Johnson-Cook
In the case of J-C model, the material constants were: 0 ε = 1 s − 1 , Tr = 298 K, Tm = 1673 K [31] . The optimized parameters were: A = 647 MPa, B = 1337 MPa, n = 0.5616, C = 0.0640 and m = 0.4937. Fig. 6 compares experimental data and J-C model prediction for different loading conditions (also the quasi-static tests at high temperature are compared even if they were not used in the optimization). The error for each loading condition was evaluated in accordance to Eq. (4) and reported as histogram bars in Fig. 7 .a: the height of the histogram is the average NRMSE evaluated for all the repetitions and the error bars are used to identify the standard deviation of the error. Except for the dynamic case at very high temperature, in which the error is greater than 20%, for the other cases the error is less than 10%. The predictability of the model is summarized in Fig. 7 .b, in which the correlation between experimental and predicted flow stress is shown and evaluated equal to 0.9883. The error for each loading condition was evaluated in accordance to the Eq. (4) and reported as histogram bars in Fig. 9 .a: the height of the histogram is the average NRMSE evaluated for all the repetitions and the error bars are used to identify the standard deviation of the error. Except for dynamic case at very high temperature and quasi-static case at 400 °C, in which the error is around than 20%, for the other cases the error is less than 10%. The predictability of the model is summarized in Fig. 9 .b, in which the correlation between experimental and predicted flow stress is shown and evaluated equal to 0.9883. [30] , here the parameter C4 is negative: this is due to the hardening behavior at different temperatures, which implies an increment in the hardening rate with temperature. Looking at the results reported in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 , Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , it is possible to conclude that all the investigated material models are able to partially reproduce the material response at different loading conditions. Looking at the Z-A models, the modified formulation implies a reduction of the error for all the loading conditions, so it represents the best solution. The modified Z-A model proposed is able to correctly reproduce the material behavior at high strain-rates over a wide range in temperature as well as the material response at different strain-rates at room temperature. The model is less accurate in the prediction of the behavior at different temperature in quasi-static regime, especially over 400 °C.
The modified Z-A model is finally applied also to compression results. Since the material behavior is different in tension and compression, two different models are needed: the model does not allow distinguishing the behavior as a function of the sign of the deformation. In any case, since experimental tests in compression varying the temperature were not performed, the coefficients directly related to the temperature, i.e., C3, C4 and C6, were assumed equal to those found from the interpolation of the tensile experimental data. As previously performed for the dynamic compression tests, for tests at 10 1 and 10 3 s − 1 , the adiabatic heating of the specimen was taken into account in the evaluation of the actual temperature as a function of the cumulative plastic energy of deformation (Eq. (5)). The optimized parameters are:C1 = 21 MPa, C2 = 1902 MPa, n = 0.173 and C5 = 2.528 × 10 − 2 . The parameter C5 is similar to that obtained from tensile tests (same order of magnitude): this means that the strain-rate effects are comparable in tension and compression even if some differences could be explained by different mechanisms at the basis of the deformation. On the other hand, the strain hardening behavior is, as expected, considerably different: in compression, the material strength is higher since the main contribution is given by the compression at the W grains. 
Conclusions
The thermo-mechanical behavior of INERMET® IT180 was investigated under different loading conditions both in tension and compression. The strain-rates effects were investigated from 10 − 3 to 10 3 s − 1 . For tensile tests also the temperature sensitivity was investigated over temperature ranging from 25 to 1000 °C in quasi-static and dynamic regime. The results showed that the material is both temperature and strainrate sensitive. In more details, the effects were those expected for BCC pure metals. The flow stress expressed as a function of the temperature has a non-linear behavior with a different trend in quasi-static and dynamic case. The strain-rate produced a significant hardening of the materials over the entire investigated range, with a similar trend both in tension and compression. Obviously, due to the microstructure of this material, the mechanical response in tension and compression is completely different and governed by different interactions between grains and matrix, which is reflected in terms of absolute stress values, greater in compression.
The experimental data were used to obtain the coefficient for three material models, via an analytical approach, by fitting the true stress true plastic strain curves. For dynamic tests, the adiabatic self heating was taken into account. The chosen models were the purely empirical Johnson-Cook model and the partially physically-based Zerilli-Armstron model, in two different formulations: the original one and a modified version, in which a coupled effect between strain and temperature was added to that between strain-rate and temperature. For the description of the flow stress, the modified version of the Z-A model showed the lowest error values over the entire range of temperatures and strain-rates, as well as the maximum correlation coefficient between experimental and predicted flow stress. Finally, fixing the coefficient related to the temperature, a new interpolation was performed for the compression data and, also in this case, the obtained model was able to reproduce the experimental data with a good level of accuracy.
